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INCOME. TAX GAZETTED OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION
KERALA UNIT

Room NO.4, C.R. Buildings, I.S.Press Road, Kochi 682018

~ President: P SALEEL SUNDER

ITGOA/Kerala/Gen/2014-15

General Secretary: BINU VIMALAN

Date: 04-04-2014

TO

The Principal Chief Commissioner of Income-Tax (CCA)
Kerala.

Sir,

Sub: Abrupt transfer - Com. KSSajeev- ITO - reg:

It is seen that you have transferred Corn. K S Sajeev, ITO (H), % The (IT (TDS), Kochi

to % The (IT(Audit) Kochi vide order No. 02/2014-15 in F.No.12/Estt/5/CC-CHN/2014-15 Dated

04·04·2014·

As per existing transfer guidelines, no transfers shall be made other than during AGT

and it may also be, noted that no administrative exigencies have occ~rred in between to

warrant such a transfer. Considering the urgency of the matter, in the absence of Principal
CCIT, ITGOA along -with our comrades in ITEF approached the Addl. Commissioner (HQ)

(Admn) for clarification on the reasons of such a transfer. The Add!. CIT(Hq) replied that the

said Comrade Shri K S Sajeev was Ita disruptive influence as far as relations between the ZAO

and the department is concerned" and "he is causi~g rupture in relations between the two".

Sri. K. S. Sajeev had taken up the matter with ZAO on a personal matter which should not
have had any bearing ori the relations between the administration and ZAO. On being

exhorted to stand by our officer in his genuine quest for justice, the Add!. CIT refused both

to review the matter and even speak to us, asking us to come after taking an appointment

and unceremoniously sent us out. As such precedence cannot be allowed to come into. ,
practice, we strongly deplore the high-handed actions of the Add!.(IT (Hq) and request your

good selves to intervene in the matter immediately and help bring justice by cancelling the

said orders and reinstating the officers in their original charges. We would like bring to your

kind notice that it is SUGh deplorable behavior of the Addl. (IT that would rupture the

existing smooth relatio~s between the administration and the association.

Thanking you,

YO'(hfUIIY,

(SALEE~
PRESIDENT, ITGOA, KERALA.


